Dear bride to be,
Congratulations with your upcoming wedding!
Here by information about our make up and hair service for your wedding .
Maybe you have already checked out the website, we are a team of 9 make up and hair artists,
we have specialized in doing wedding hair and make up by taking all kinds of different classes in
hair and make up and learned the neccesary skills to provide every bride of a very personal bridal
look.
Because of these skills and techniques everything is possible with your hair and make up, has it
always been a dream of yours to have a full head of hair with length and perfect curls? And you
unfortunatly are not blessed with this perfect hair yourself? Don’t worry because we work with al
kinds of hair extentions in a variety of colors and lengths. Also for a nice and full updo we use it a
lot!

Trial session in our bridal hair and make up salon

For the trial session you are more than welcome in our salon in Leiden, when you live far
away and it is inconvenient to come to us it is possible that the stylist comes to you. In our
salon we have our bridal accessoires like tiara’s, bridal combs, hairvines and flower pins. It
is just perfect to first decide what your wedding hair will look like and than pick a perfect
accessoire with it to give it that final bridal touch.
If during the trial session it turns out that it would even be more beautiful to color or cut
your hair than it is possible to make a second appointment for this session.
In our salon it is also possible to purchase make up products from our professional brands
in order to touch up your make up during your wedding day. In our team we also have a
great nail stylist and spraytan professional, they sometimes work for us in the salon but it is
also possible to visit them in their salon in The Hague.

What happens during the trial session?

1 stylist will take care of your make up aswell as your hair, this in order to keep everything in the
same style.
During the trial session wich takes place around 6 to 8 weeks before the wedding, we spend a lot
of time creating THE perfect matching look for you as a bride, we find it the most important thing
that you are still you during your wedding day but that you feel at your upmost beautiful!
Also we check your skin and when you have a sensitive skin or are even allergic than we use only
hypoallergenic products en we adjust our way of applying etc, after the trial we want some
feedback from you to dubble check if the skin did not react to the make up.
We really listen to your wishes and we also will ask you some questions to determine wich look fits
you the best, we also want to see your dress and bouquet so we can make sure everything
matches!
Only and only when you have the WOW feeling the trial session is done, we don’t have a
deadline for this.

Online webshop
In our webshop you can see our selection of hairaccessoires like tiara’s , haircombs, hairvines and
also for the bridesmaides we have a cute selection, you can order online :
www.faceandartshop.nl or visit our store in Leiden.

Back up system
After the trial we wright down everyting we have done and we make several pictures for
ourself but also for our back up systeem, if anything unfortunates happens wich makes it
unable for your stylist to come on your wedding than someone from the team can come
and take over, it almost never happens but it is very important to consider!

On th wedding day we come to every location to do your hair and make up, we start about 3
hours before you need to be completely ready, we spend 2,5 hours on your hair and make up an
another 30 minutes for you to put on the dress, when the dress goes over your head we assist in
order to protect your hair. After the dress we apply lipstick/gloss and add the veil.

Intake appointment
It is possible to schedule an appointment to meet each other,this is for you to see if we are the
right person to do your wedding hair and make up, you can make an appointment by sending an
email to : info@faceandart.nl
Proposal
For a complete proposal we need some information about you , via this link you can fill out a form
and the proposal wil bes end tot you by email : http://faceandart.nl/offerte-aanvragen/

I hope by this information you have a good idea of what we can do for you, if you have any more
questions please let me know!
With kind regards,
Linda van Reeven
Face & Art, The Hair and Make-Up Artists
Salon adres : Vrijheidslaan 59,Leiden
Mail : info@faceandart.nl
Telefoonnummer : 06-11048888

